
SPRING WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR 1ST GRADE

Spring Writing for Firsties. First grade writing activities with a spring theme.

After passing papers back and revising their work, ask them to provide illustrations to accompany their
answers. To give you the most options for your writers, there is a seasonal set of spring writing prompts as
well as a separate set for each month. Describe something you experience with each of your senses in spring
What changes could you make beginning in spring? Finally, collect their garden plans and descriptions and
publish their work in a beautiful, fully illustrated classbook. Even with the best of intentions, however, this
doesn't always happen. But, for many of my students, the first sign may be melting snow drifts, blossoming
flowers or the sweet serenade of a sparrow who has returned to its favorite nesting spot. I hope you enjoy
using these prompts! Color is popping out everywhere, creating a natural work of art. What would it be like if
summer vacation was in spring instead? Spring is a time forâ€¦ What is the best Easter candy? Please let me
know if you would like to see more for the other months of the year! Most can be completed in a single class
period. For days when time is short and I want a quick assignment, or I have a guest teacher in my classroom,
I rely on writing prompts for my students to get their daily dose of writing. When do you start swimming in
the spring? What are you most excited to see bloom in the spring? This week I'm happy to share with you a
collection of my favorite spring prompts. Where is the best spot to hide Easter eggs? If you could replace
spring with any other season, would you? In particular, ask your young editors-in-training to focus on how
persuasive the writing isâ€”did the author make a good case for why the particular part of spring they chose is
the very best? There are 18 prompts in this set as well as a draft page for each prompt. How could you create a
May Day tradition? Memorial Day is an important holiday becauseâ€¦ The best thing to do during spring isâ€¦
Do you ever miss winter once spring starts? When everything turns green, I think aboutâ€¦ Why do you think
baseball is an American tradition? Once the children have filled out the basic information they want to write
about in their organizer, they can compose the actual story or argument on their draft page. Then, ask them to
trade drawings with a fellow classmate and respond to the story starter using the object their partner came up
with. For more story starters and other unique and free! I love to write in the spring. Where will the roses go,
and where on earth will they plant that giant oak tree? Describe your perfect spring day There are many more
journaling prompts and journal topics on this site, and more added every week, so be sure to visit us often.
March Prompts Complementary Paper for March Prompts I've taken a few of the prompts from the sheet
above and put them on paper that I can print and copy.


